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'Of every nation a traveler': Geographical and Spatial Imagination in Pericles
The knowledge of Geography is...the eye of History1
Current theoretical work in the domain of cultural studies emphasizes the need for a
complex reorganization of temporal and spatial relations, a reordering of space in
accordance with the complex post-modern constructions of human geographies, life
practices, global values and discourses.2 According to Clifford Geertz, ‘the world is a
various place’ 3 and by confronting its actuality and difference one can barely hope to
access a fragment of its complexity. Foucault’s ‘heterotopias’ 4 -- heterogeneous spaces
of sites and relations - include, in a convergence of socially created spatiality, the
theatre and the garden, the museum and the library, the brothel and the prison. This
innovative interpretation of space and time juxtaposes in a single real place several
socially produced spaces of imagination: The brothel is in fact a place, and an
architecture of pleasure... The men of the city meet at the brothel; they were tied to
one another by the fact that the same women passed through their hands, that the same
diseases and infections were communicated to them. There was a sociality of the
brothel...5 The Elizabethan theater seems to have been a similar space, a marketplace of
interlocking ‘social energies’6, as in Pimlyco or Runne Redcap:
Amazed I stood to see a crowd
Of Civill-Throats stretched out so loud
As at a new-play all the Roomes
Did swarme with Gentiles mix'd with Groomes
So that I truly thought all these
Came to see Shore or Pericles.7
While socio-historical criticism of Shakespeare’s romances in the eighties and the
nineties examined the representations of political power in Jacobean England,
particularly the king and his family,8 other recent studies have centered on an
interpretive geography of Shakespeare’s last plays.9 I will argue here that, contrary to
late sixteenth- and early seventeenth-century ideological constructions of Eastern
Mediterranean cultures as being liminal, the ambiguous topoi in Pericles and the vague
Hellenistic10 atmosphere are dramatized as part of a common ‘European’ ancient and early
modern world, a site of fluid interference of archaic and Elizabethan practices
intersecting within the imaginary world of a far-traveled story.11 The brothel space
functions as an authentically shared social architecture of communal cultural paradigms,
an Eastern and Western concurrence of mutual habits converging in the same omnipresent
and multiply-rewritten narrative of loss and recovery.
For reasons of brevity I will call the author of Pericles ‘Shakespeare’ and I hope to
encompass the entire vexing problem of authorship12 and text 13 within these conventional
limits. I will focus mainly on the two brothel episodes in Act II, scenes 2 and 4 (the
Arden edition), or Scenes 16 and 19 (the Norton Shakespeare),14 particularly on the
intriguing references to various European nationalities in the context of the discussion
on venereal disease: the Pander’s report on a ‘poor Transylvanian’ (16.18),15 who is
dead for having lain with one of the ‘poor three’(6) prostitutes left in the depleted
Mytilene brothel, Boult’s account of the lecherous and ludicrous ‘Spaniard’ (16.87)16
whose mouth watered at the mere description of Marina’s charms, and the already diseased
‘French’ Monsieur Veroles (16.90),17 who gloats in expectation of seeing her.18 In an
anomalous model of distorted rhetoric, the Bawd tries to convince Marina of the
‘pleasure’ (16.17) of alterity experienced in the brothel, where she is supposed to

‘taste gentlemen of all fashions’ (16.69) and ‘have the difference of all complexions’
(16.17). 19 The cosmopolitan society of this particular establishment contains, in a
loose democracy of the body, Eastern ‘barbarians’ and ‘civilized’ Western Europeans, all
confounded in a mixture of interracial sexual liaisons. Such an urbane milieu articulates
the reductive Jacobean view of the Other with the play’s clearly-mapped awareness of
difference.
I suggest that the particular reference to the three white male Europeans, a
Transylvanian, a Spaniard and a Frenchman, formerly lodged or expected to stay at the
brothel on the island of Lesbos,20 integrate the Western paradigms of race, sex and
travel within the common space of the brothel, the marketplace21, the theatre, and a
geography of illusion. All national stereotypes of virtues and vices converge within the
socially-conditioned space of love as commodity, an artificially constructed site of
self-delusion and grotesque reality, as specified in Boult’s22 explicit remark: ‘Well, if
we had of every nation a traveler, we should lodge them all with this sign’ (16.99100).23 According to the pimp’s figurative logic, his verbal description of Marina, the
image of an image, simultaneously expands geographically to include all the nations (of
Europe) and contracts into the iconic representation of a social space: the brothel, the
theatre, or the printing house. The Pander informs his co-workers that ‘Mytilene is full
of gallants’ (16.3) and the cynical discourse revolves around the value of ‘money’ (16.4)
represented by sexuality at market time (16.4).24 The Bawd, Pander and Boult elaborate on
‘trade’ (16.9), ‘credit (16.26), ‘estate (16.28) and sex as ‘commodity’ (16.26; 27) which
implies ‘wages (16.27), marketing value, ‘warrant’ (16.51) and bargaining, while they
eagerly express their wish to ‘prosper’ (16.10) financially and the invitation to ‘search
the market’ (16.3;14;20;82). This economic banter25 is curiously blended with echoes of
‘conscience’ (16.9;18), the profession’s standing with ‘the gods’ (16.30), or the
‘mystery’ of religious ‘calling’ (16.33).26 Boult is invited to describe the attractive
colors of Marina’s seductiveness and the pimp perceives his portrayal as theatrical
representation, with himself as the author and the actor of an original performance and
the philanderers of Mytilene as his audience: ‘Performance shall follow’ (16.55). After
he has ‘drawn her picture with [his] voice’ (16 sently to their multi-national
Mediterranean Greek, Jacobean English 27, and Western European place of artificiallyconstructed illusion and make-believe pleasure. The arbitrary sign of the brothel
outlines a cosmopolitan site of encounter between past and present, history and
geography, in the global representation of a common European and Mediterranean space
incorporating shared weaknesses, vicissitudes and fears. The political and moral
ambiguity surrounding Mytilene throughout the play alludes to an antagonistic place of
self-represented reality and harsh deception that deserves no closure.
Pericles is a particular representation of the ‘theatre of wonder’,28 and it relies
specifically on Apollonius’ ‘mouldy tale’29 to reconstruct collectively a narrative
concerned with tale-making and re-making within a shared theatrical space that creates
the telescoping illusion of an entire globe. The brothel space articulates in the
audience’s imagination the horizontal geographic expansion of ‘this our Europe’30 and
the Mediterranean with the vertical antiquity of the tale. ‘Shakespeare’ may have been
aware of the temporal and geographic extension of the Apollonius saga31 from other
sources besides Gower and Twine,32 or the popular middle-age Latin Gesta Romanorum.33 I
suggest that the author of Pericles is likely to have come across the 1578 Falckenburgk
version of the story, printed in London at Richard Graphei.34 It is a poem in Latin
hexameters dedicated to Queen Elizabeth, the Earl of Leicester, Lord Burghley, and
others. Apart from the fact that in the initial dedicatory verses to the queen the author
mentions the hero’s ‘mille periclis’, this version combines the traditional story of
Apollonius with the parts of the Jewish-Syrian struggle related in the two Books of
Maccabees, identifying the incestuous king as Antiochus IV Epiphanes. What I find
particularly interesting for my argument is the final justification of the poem, where
the author adds a brief biography of Apollonius and explains that he reconstructed the
story from manuscript fragments, ‘from an ancientexemplar,’ in both Greek and Latin,
which he came across during a military expedition in Hungary.35
An average Elizabethan or Jacobean would know that Transylvania, now in Romania, was
at that time part of Hungary. If they did not know, they would probably hear about it, or

check in one of the English versions of Ortelius’ Theatrum Orbis Terrarum. The Theatre of
the Whole World.36 He or she could read there about ‘Hungaria...now comprehending
Transsylvania, Vvallachia and Moldavia’ (p. 95), and about this region as a province
‘beyond the Carpathian mountains’ which ‘now vulgarly is known under the name of
Transsylvania’ (p. 97). The 1606 edition of Ortelius’ atlas is also interesting because
it presents aspects of contemporary and ancient geography, the “Peregrinations of
St.Paul” (p. iiij), maps of the Roman Empire and the Mediterranean, with the Greek
islands (Cyprus, Rhodus, Lesbos, p. xxvij) in detailed framed presentations. ‘History’ is
blended with ‘Geography’ in the graphic presentation of “The Voyage of Alexander the
Great” (p. xxxij)37 and finally visual and literary discourses coalesce in “The Voyage
and Navigation of Aeneas, especially gathered out of the renowned poet Virgil: with some
other matters perteining to that historie collected out of others” (p. xxxiij) and “The
Peregrinations of Ulysses” (p. xxxiiij). The poetry of traveling and the spatial
geographic dimension of poetry are absorbed in a disconcerting collusion of texts and
images. Moreover, a monumental perspective picture of “Daphne, or the pleasant Suburbs
of Antiochia in Syria” (p. xxxvij) is offered to the curious eye.
George Abbot’s A Briefe Description of the Whole Worlde...38 might be another source
of information for a Jacobean interested in world geography. In the chapter entitled De
Graecia one can read:
On the south side of Hungarie, and South-east, lyeth a countrie of Europe called in old
time Dacia, which is large and wide, comprehending in it Transylvanya, Valachia,
Moldavia, and Seruia. Of which little is famous save that the men are warlike, and can
hardly be brought to obedience. They have lately bin under the king of Hungarie. The
riuer Danubius doth diuide this Dacia from Mysia, commonly called Bulgaria, which lieth
on the South from Danubius, and is seuered from Graecia by the mountaine Hamus. (p.B3)

If my hypothetical Jacobean would be interested in Newes from diuers countries...39 he or
she might find out ‘That the Transylvanian hath overthrown fifteen thousand Turks and
Tartars of Valachia and Moldavia’ (p.15).40 This news is further interpreted:

They signifie also that Sicily offered the prince of Transylvania, that he would graunt
them their ancient libertie, that they would aide him with fifteen thousand men, alleging
that the cause of their returne to the obedience of that house...is to eschewe the
daungers which are likely to ensue by the wars (p.18).

The 1610 English edition of Ortelius’ atlas describes the Transylvanians in favorable
colors:

The people are very valiant, and have beene very victorious against
their cruel easterne Neighbours the Turks, from whose invasions they
are much defended through the mountaines that environ the whole
countrie even as a citie is enuyroned with a walle.41
According to most Elizabethan (and Jacobean) historians and geographers, at that time
Transylvania was a barrier for the civilized world against the menacing Turks, an
ambivalent space of intermingling Western and Eastern cultures where margins and center
converge for the accomplishment of a common anti-Ottoman goal.

There is general consensus among Renaissance scholars regarding the Elizabethan and
early Jacobean anxieties towards the ‘Turk’, who was perceived as the alien ‘other’
invading the supposedly ‘civilized’ Christian world.42 In Abraham Ortelius’ description
of the Mediterranean area this uneasiness is perceived as a paradox of classical versus
Renaissance culture and religion:

Greece, which sometimes was as it were the mother and source of all
good learning and discipline,... is at this day driven to that state
(such is the mutability and inconstancy of fortune, which turneth all
things upside down) that there is no part of it but either is subject
to the Turke... or els is under the command of the Venetians, or
tributary to them. The Turke possesses the greater part, the
Venetians do only enjoy certaine islands in the sea. Those which are
under the Venetian gouvernment are in a better state, in respect of
Religion, than those which are subiect to the Turke.43
Constance C. Relihan has observed that ‘the liminal cultures in which Pericles occurs,
cultures which simultaneously belong to Classical Greek and New Testament traditions—the
sources of Western civilization; and to the infidel, anti-Christian Ottoman Empire—the
location of that which is perceived as the non-Western Other, both promote and defeat
English identification with the events of the play.’44 If there is a Jacobean English
analogue in Pericles, it may be explored through the cultural, geographic and linguistic
allusions that go beyond the domestic political constructions of early Jacobean rule.

By mentioning the three Western European nations associated in the adversities of
pleasure and suffering within the socially empowered sign of a brothel, placed in a
suggestive Eastern Mediterranean location, the author of Pericles dramatizes the
ambiguity of a cultural space balanced between two colliding worlds. The now-corrupt
classical Greek culture, in a debased state of submission to the former ‘barbarians,’
encounters the Western liberal spirit in the emblem of a long-lost yet multiply-rewritten
tale, in which the undeserved adversities of fortune play an important part. The Jacobean
audience must have been aware of at least a few of the many variants of the Apolonius
story, if only from the onomastic allusions in the Apocrypha, The Geneva Bible.45 The
apparently random reference to a ‘Transylvanian’ might conjure the image of a traveler
from an uncertain Eastern and bizarre land46, placed in the same location and direct
relation to the familiar Western ethnic groups, the Spaniard and the Frenchman. The ‘poor
Transylvanian’ is already dead, he atoned for his sexual transgressions, and an attentive
actor may introduce a glimmer of pity in the Pander’s otherwise cynical discourse.
Boult’s derogatory version of the diseased Spaniard and Frenchman, on the other hand,
offers large scope for irony.
Pericles’ mille pericles and alterations of fortune paraphrase the cultural and
geographical adventures of his own antique story: an original lost Greek manuscript,
supposedly rendered into Latin, translated into many vernaculars, including English,
French and Spanish, printed in Transylvania and translated into medieval Greek, this
story is like a palimpsest, an inscription that testifies to the fragility of all
cultural negotiations. ‘Shakespeare’ must have been aware, at least in part, of the
antiquity and geographic extension of the story—as I have tried to indicate—and the
specific ethnic allusions include this theatrical representation (the first extant
dramatization in a long succession of prose and verse narratives) in an authentically
shared European and Mediterranean textual geography, a new Theatrum Orbis Terrarum:
This our Europe... honourable throughout all the world... And although
it be in compas lesser then the other, yet for the worthinesse of the
people it is preferred before all other partes of the world, & euer
hath bin by all auncient writers, hauing both for the Empier of the
Macedonians, and mightynesse of the Romaines bin moste renowmed. 47
Gower’s choric presence in this amalgam of interconnected perspectives acknowledges the
Apollonius story as a dynamic exchange between past and present. He links Pericles’s
dramatic appropriation to a long narrative tradition and creates a telescoping effect of
a story within a story within a story, amplifying ad infinitum the arbitrariness of an
allegedly authenticated poetic discourse. This mise-en-abyme effect produces an imaginary

historical geography best suited for the dramatic representation, grounded as it is in
the visual and the imaginary.

Other place names referred to or suggested in Pericles may be seen as abstractions in
a symbolic landscape, but when they are considered in a concrete geographic reference
they outline an authentic Mediterranean territory. Antioch, Tyre, Tarsus, Troy48,
Ephesus, the islands of Lesbos and Cyprus49, Pentapolis50, even the equivocal homelands
of the contestants in the uncertain tournament scene (Sparta, Macedon, Athens, Corinth),
all these places define ‘our country of Greece’ (5.100), a common site of Hellenistic and
Renaissance culture. What was formerly a paragon of civilization and learning is
currently ‘corrupted’ by the Turkish military invasion, as it is, in the play, by incest,
famine, disease, envy, ambition, political duplicity, lechery. Even the ‘mind’ (19.20)
and the language are perverted, as the owner of the brothel suggests and the metaphor of
the riddle51 implies. The Mediterranean sea as a geographic space of imagination and
illusion-making is very much present in Pericles’ voyages, in Marina’s name, and it
appears in the second brothel scene, in a grotesquely distorted way, by Lysimachus’
callous declaration that Marina’s beauty ‘would serve after a long voyage at sea’
(19.45). This particular geographic space, where most of the ancient and Renaissance
history was played out, is a commonly-shared expanse of mirage and reality which can take
shape only in the audience’s imagination, as Gower repeatedly points out (10.53-8;18.2-4;
21.13-5). A sea that the Romans called ‘Mare Internum’, or sometimes self-sufficiently
‘Mare nostrum’, the Mediterranean was not called by its present name, which means ‘in the
middle of the land’ or ‘at the center of the earth’ until the third century AD in the
works of the geographer Caius Julius Solinus52. The key-scenes of parting and reunion
take place at sea, like in the long-voyaged Apollonius saga.
Shakespeare’s dramatic rendering of the source tale replicates it with such narrative
accuracy that one wonders if this is not a subtle way of indicating the cloudy zones
that lie beyond, before and between text(s) and author(s). Particular spaces and
geographical ambiguities may confuse the issue even more, but they can also indicate
significant landmarks, and a starting point for one of the many possible readings.
Instead of being seen as representative of what is alien to Western culture, the English
Jacobean brothel space, the vague Eastern Mediterranean exotic geography, and the
representation of ethnic groups in Pericles outline areas of association in difference
and identification through dislocation.
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